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Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are being 

made from residents of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan 

County Aircraft Noise Reporting Website.  This report provides 

data broken out by reports generated inside San Juan County 

and outside. 

With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has 

been bombarded.  Total jet noise reports within San Juan 

County grew 26% from 2019 to 2020. Noise reports from 

outside of San Juan County have rapidly increased.  

The first four months of 2021 indicate a 62% increase in jet 

noise reports from the first four months of 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

Here are some of the comments submitted by residents of our region 

regarding Jet Noise. More comments from Anacortes, Camano Island, Mt 

Vernon, Port Townsend, Coupeville and the San Juan Islands, begin on page 

11. They tell the human story. Please read them. 

 I have measured the noise of the Growlers as they pass over Ledgewood 

Beach in Coupeville WA at 95.5 dB.  Too Loud for our community and the 

environment. 

 

 Made sitting outside in my yard unpleasant. Turned on radio to block the 

sound inside my house. I am a vet with ptsd. This affects my ability to 

relax. The sound causes anxiety. 

 

 "I am an art therapist working with developmentally challenged kids on 

Orcas island - we were in the woods when the earth started rumbling 

and the kids were very scared. feels like an earthquake and disrupted the 

class and the kids for hours." 

 

 Very loud over North Beach section of Port Townsend  

 

 Few times today already- the familiar, scraping metallic sounds of 

growlers, through the roof, over the hvac.  It has the quality of metallic 

fingernails on a chalkboard.  Ugly sounds.  Heard in our place of healing.  

Medical clinic in Mt Vernon. 

 

 This evening the jets have been unceasing and irritating in the Fort 

Worden area. 

 

 Second time this morning with the windows rattling, the kids scared, the 

baby crying. Enough. 

Jet Noise Report 

March-April 2021 

Listen to this jet noise that we hear in our region: 

https://soundcloud.com/laurenkuehne/clearwater 

The Navy dismisses noise data: 

https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-

use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/  

 

https://soundcloud.com/laurenkuehne/clearwater
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
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INSIDE THIS REPORT: 

 Annual Comparisons 

 Monthly Comparisons 

 Report by Location 

 Reports by Type of Noise 

 Noise by Time of Day 

 Reports by Day  

 Map of Report Locations 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County 

Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data 

reports began in 2015. 

gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting 

 

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise 

reporting website.  We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.  

This report is compiled by Quiet Skies: 

https://www.quietskies.info/ 

 

 

https://gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting
https://www.quietskies.info/
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting. 

Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In the 

Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that the 

number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise reports in the 

database since 2015 through 2020. 
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For example, 

submissions that report 

noise 11:00 am through 

11:59am are clustered 

in the 11 o'clock hour. 

Sometimes reports do 

not include a specific 

time.  For those, related 

data may indicate Day 

or Evening noise 

disturbance, or Not 

Available.   

Note that there are 

hours of varying noise 

incidents. The Navy 

persists in using “annual 

noise averaging,” 

significantly 

underestimating of the 

impact of jet noise.  

There is no "average"  

noise felt by residents 

in this region. The noise 

is variable and 

unpredictable. 
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Another example: As 

described in the 

previous chart, the 

Navy persists is using 

“annual noise 

averaging” to justify 

its statements of low 

impact.  As you can 

see in this chart, 

there is no “average 

noise” felt by 

residents in this 

region. The noise is 

variable and each 

day is unpredictable. 
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This is a “density 

map” of jet noise 

reports for 2020 

only. For the sake 

of visual clarity, this 

map focuses on a 

limited area, 

though jet noise 

data come from 

further afield, 

including more of 

the Olympic 

Peninsula. 

Data Set: Full Year: 2020 

Map by Sarah Blake 3/26/2021        Original jet noise data from the San Juan County 

Open GIS Data Site. Data has been edited for clarity.     Sources: Esn HERE Garmin USGS 

intermap INCREMENT P NR Can, Esn Japan (MET) Esn China (Hong Kong), Esn Korea, 

ESN (Thailand), NGCC © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community 
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Comments Submitted with March and April 2021 Reports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I have measured the noise of the Growlers as they pass over Ledgewood 
Beach in Coupeville WA at 95.5 dB.  Too Loud for our community and the 
environment. 

We may as well have the Growlers stationed in town in Coupeville.  They 
could just use HWY 20 as their runway.  Absolutely sick and tired of the 
noise.. SICK OF IT 

Almost 10pm and the sky to the south is still thundering, rumbling and 
shaking.   Horrendous, sinister earthquake sounds- like the end of the world 
is there.   Awful.  Anacortes  

I was on a call and unable to hear the person speaking. This was incredibly 
loud and disruptive. With everyone working and schooling from home, 
aircraft noise makes it very difficult to have online meetings. Thank you for 
your concern. 

Loud rumbling all morning over several hours today 

Multiple flights that interfered with the ability to hear normal speech.  We 
came for the bird life, and what we were confronted with was jet noise.  
The promise by the Navy when they did the EIS was the jets would be too 
high to hear.  They lied. 

Another’s east west transit, smashing the peace of its citizens  

"97 dB 

Almost 8pm, we have endured 11hrs of nearly constant piercing noise from 
this Navy 

Roaring from Whidbey jets. Noise overwhelms ALL other sound. Noise & 
vibration destroy the environment for terrestrial & marine life. DREADFUL, 
STRESSFUL sensation from noise & vibration caused by growlers. SHAME ON 
POLICY MAKERS WHO ALLOW THIS NOISE 

Heard through the office building ceiling, no windows here, shaking the 
floor a little, sounds like a giant metal scraper on the sky- metallic fingers on 
a chalkboard.  Medical clinic in Mt Vernon.  Disruptive creepy sounds.  Mid 
Day.   

Flights over Race Lagoon are measuring over 90 dB inside the home 
(windows closed) & over 110 dB with windows open -  above the EIS & Navy 
guidelines. It is disrupting my work (even with windows closed).  For those 
in their yards, it is dangerous. 

97db inside house with windows closed. Flying directly over house; just 
clearing fir trees.  

Garbage!!! 

Harmful acoustic energy emissions are forcing people to seek shelter. 

PAINFUL. ROARING WITH DEEP ALMOST SUB-AUDIBLE VIBRATION. 
ABSOLUTELY AWFUL.  

The roaring this a.m. has a particularly unpleasant percussive quality. Hard 
to describe, like someone beating on drums  inside my ears & body. Truly 
horrible. Current science shows clearly: growlers affect marine animals to 
depths of at least 100' 

It’s 9:00 am.. like the sun rises, here come the jets. A peaceful morning 
shattered. An almost daily reminder of the noise we’ll likely face for the 
day.  

NOTES:  

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, 

generally produce 90 dB.  

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home 

address or phone number or e-mail.  In this report, those personal 

identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives. 
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Just like clockwork, hereto destroy the peace of the citizens they have 
sworn to protect. What heresy!!! 

Peace on Friday’s are all but a thing of the past. What’s next? The weekends 
too?  

Thank you for destroying our peace , war mongers!!! 

They’re so loud I can hear them flying at Ault field here in Coupeville.  

8 pm at night, what everyone wants to hear is GD jet noise  

Let’s do three jets in tandem, because one alone can’t destroy our peace 
sufficiently  

Low roar, flying over town and/or out at OLF, traversing between Ault field, 
Coupeville and beyond. Every time I have to stop and report those jets 
means they've disrupted activities.  

"A lot of engine runups from Ault thus morning starting somewhat after 8 
an 

Some extremely loud and house shaking" 

all morning, roughly 15 minutes apart, sounds and feels like chimney fire , 
Trying to complete complex task, short circuits thought process, elevates 
stress 

Second time this morning with the windows rattling, the kids scared, the 
baby crying. Enough. 

Super loud and constant noise around 10 - 11 am.  Trying to get outside to 
walk the dog but the noise was oppressive and freaked out the animals. 

The low fly over was a either a military cargo or refueling aircraft.  VERY 
LOUD! 

Very loud, every 20 minutes or so, rumbling and vibrating all morning.  
Disruptive! 

Again and again, over and over smashing our peace and quiet.  We could 
easily be mistaken for an active War zone.   

"I am an art therapist working with developmentally challenged kids on 
Orcas island - we were in the woods when the earth started rumbling and 
the kids were very scared. feels like an earthquake and disrupted the class 
and the kids for hours." 

Saw F type fighter jet flying low and slow over Friday harbor toward 
Bellingham.  

Very disturbing engine runups since before 10 an 

WTF!!!! So low over Orcas! NO. Please. Stop.  

5 Days a week, multiple times a day our peace is ruined by the Growler jets.  

RATTLING WINDOWS, RATTLING MY BRAIN. PLEASE STOP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Would love to play piano in peace.  NO WAY with the damn jets smashing 
our peace. 

PLEASE STOP BLASTING RESIDENTS WITH YOUR ELECTROMAGNETIC 
WARFARE  

Single aircraft made several low passes over Shelter Bay homes.  

Trying to be outside. Forced to go back in because of continuous very loud 
jet noise 

"Two jets flying in tandem very low over the house here in shelter bay.  

Made several passes" 

Coupeville peace smashed over and over today  

Just had the jets fly over for what felt like 10 minutes straight. Roaring in 
loud waves. Unable to sleep. Just got my covid vaccine yesterday and am 
exhausted with a fever. Need rest but cant with the stress from the noise. 

Loud persistent aircraft from morning until night.  It’s 8:30 p.m. and no sign 
of it stopping. 

Was about to go for a walk around the neighborhood and decided not to.  
Too loud to be outside without hearing protection... 

Cuts off our antenna TV reception.  
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An absolute desecration of a formerly peaceful Sunday evening in 
Anacortes.  Sounds like WWIII. These aircraft make sounds of multiple 
explosions to the south.  Shaking the back of my house. 8:45pm 2nd wave 
tonight.  This is hideous. This is abuse. 

Coupeville, not enough to have our peace smashed throughout the day , all 
day, now we get a blast at 9:32PM. No respect or concern for the citizens 
from theNavy.  

In Coupeville, beginning the day of peace smashing  

Sunday night jets. Great.  

Flyovers  

Growler 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my work 

multiple pass overs by Growlers that were extremely loud and lasted 
several minutes. 

Navy is apparently lost again. No where near their airport low flying looking 
for something strategic asset to take out? Not on Lopez! 

Woke my son up from his nap and scared my dog  

9:40 p.m. now & Growler noise shows no sign of letting up. I can hear it 
through out house. It disrupts sleep and all other activities. 

As usual, I will complain every 15 minutes for as long as this goes on. 
Wishing I could sit outside a pilot's dining room and rev my engine for a 
couple hours. 

Disrupting required work from home. 

F*** off 

Good God I am trying to sleep and you are making a hell of a lot of noise.  
STOP!!!!!!! 

Spared the growlers tonight thank god, but every time I come close to sleep 
another whining, droning, vibrating P-3 lumbers by and wakes me back up.   
Anacortes. 10pm- otherwise nice with window cracked open 

The daily horror show begins in Coupeville  

Was just about to go for a quick walk and jets showed up.  Could not stay 
outside with this noise. 

Engine runups from Ault  

Broadway street in Coupeville, 6:29am , unbelievably disrespectful and 
inconsiderate  

Heard through the walls and roof far from windows, over HVAC, computers, 
people talking- sounds navy warcraft interrupting our day of patient care at 
outpatient clinic in Mount Vernon.  Afternoon 

Waves of migratory geese flying overhead calling with the horrific noise of 
jets in the vicinity. Worried about the birds well being as the jets run 
rampant on Whidbey.  

"Exposure to excessive noise is known to cause health problems e.g.:stress, 
poor concentration, productivity losses, communication difficulties, fatigue, 
& more serious issues i.e. cardiovascular disease, cognitive impairment, 
tinnitus, hearing loss 

Our First Lady is visiting and this is what our Navy does to show her respect. 
How completely outrageous  

Outdoor activity ‘suspended’ — forced to seek shelter indoors. 

The noise is horrible- but here inside the house, sitting in an easy chair the 
rumble they disperse makes my chair vibrate! Last night when they were 
flying-one plane chose to break away from the pattern and fly over the 
house.  

Very loud. They are flying way too low. Makes it impossible to study or do 
other things 

Woke from sleeping again  

No chance of just observing wildlife and the ocean in relative quiet.  God 
forsaken Jets just ruin every bit of peace   

On a SATURDAY, over town in Coupeville.  What selfish and inconsiderate 
acts the Navy has stooped too  
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I can't even keep up today, the jets are flying so frequently today. Several 
times in two or three formation, doubling or TRIPLING the noise!!   

Every 5 minutes this pollution??? 

F off 

F*** off 

F*** you 

High-power, low-altitude maneuvers make acoustic energy emissions from 
EA-18G aircraft very stressful for people, pets, and wildlife in the central 
Puget Sound basin. 

I had to come inside to finish a phone conversation because I could not hear 
nor be heard even with our voices elevated. 

In Coupeville, 8:30 pm and the disrespectful and arrogant Navy is smashing 
our peace. 

Loud! Unnecessary after 9 p.m. SEE LOCAL NOISE ORDINANCE.....Does not 
apply to USN.?? WHY.   The enemy within. Millions of acres of land available 
to USN, without assault upon the citizens the USN sailors are sworn to 
protect! 

Loud & disruptive. 

Ongoing JET noise at the OLF....  

Something going on at Ault Field, we're hearing over and over again here in 
Coupeville.  

the growlers are training today, April 12, 2021 at 8:00 pm.  They circle the 
Coupeville Outlying Field and also pass Ledgewood Beach.  I have measured 
them at a high of 81.7dB.  To loud! 

Excessively long OLF flights from around 7pm to almost 10pm.  Flights going 
directly over homes. Children trying to study and sleep.  Way too long and 
late to be repeatedly flying over multiple residences. 

Hard to concentrate with this noise  

This level of noise is unacceptable and is not good for humans or the orcas 
and other animals suffering through this constant noise just when the 
weather is getting better and we anticipate more outside time or windows 
open! Go somewhere remote. 

Every time I have to go to the computer and report this, it's "disturbed 
activity." Go away! 

Had to bail on our BBQ plans--the noise was so loud I went inside and 
turned on my white noise machine full blast and still I could hear them. 

Have an early shift for work? Small children to provide a quiet time and 
sleep. Not with the Growlers...... wonder if the Navy pilots, sworn to serve 
and protect, are aware of the assault they are committing upon US 
citizens.? 

how much fuel are you wasting? what is the point of this? 

I can't even hear my TV! So sick of this noise interrupting life! I doubt that 
the pilots in WW II had this much practice and they did alright! It's not 
necessary to spend all this money to just practice flying. What's wrong with 
flight simulators? 

i didn't move to this peaceful place to have it ruined by a few hundred 
fratboy jagoffs 

I hope you crash 

In Coupeville, we have endured 12 solid hours of nearly nonstop flights, we 
are SICK of it  

Makes it hard to sleep. 

noise pollution all afternoon and now into the evening ... constant drain of 
energy 

since about 5pm this evening 4/13/2021, the growlers have been training.  I 
have measured their noise at up to 87.4 dB.  Too noisy.  They also fly over 
Ledgewood Beach.  Please site them elsewhere.   

Starting around 6PM till 9:30PM approximently, extremely loud southern 
passes and turns. Until 2020 the noise was much less, the flight and turn 
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patterns appear to be modified. We are well beyond any noise area 
designations. 

Shook my house! 

What a great day in the NW right up until the Growler came out and made 
so much noise we had to go back inside.  This is really insane to fly this noisy 
plane in such a populated area.   

Noise makes it intolerable to be outside. 

Too late 

day three 

fast and low 

F-you Navy 

In Coupeville, in town, massive disrespect to the citizens  

In Coupeville, let’s begin another day of agonizing noise  

Loud low-frequency roar and rumble. 

4:00ish... three jets flying over in formation. Triple the noise.  

Few times today already- the familiar, scraping metallic sounds of growlers, 
through the roof, over the hvac.  It has the quality of metallic fingernails on 
a chalkboard.  Ugly sounds.  Heard in our place of healing.  Medical clinic in 
Mt Vernon. 

I am working remotely from home.  The noise and vibration is so bad that i 
had to cut my virtual meting short. 

Just loud and annoying 

Thank you Navy for destroying our peace. You absolutely suck  

Another day of peace smashing by the USNavy  

Bulls***!!!! 

Carrier landing practice, outdoor activity suspended. Duration, so far, 30 
minutes. 

I can’t put a time on it... they’re in and out of soundscape today, over and 
over again.  

In phone meeting.. disrupted by jets... yet again.  

Looooong loowww very loud rumble.  

Out at Pacific Rim Institute, two jets destroying the peace as they fly from 
Ault field east to cascades  

The highway in the sky now over Coupeville, the constant destruction of our 
peace.  

A SAR Navy helicopter flying low and slow, maybe 150' above tree tops over 
Coupeville.   

All day we’ve endured your Jet noise. The incessant noise is intolerable. The 
navy is not being kind to the citizens they serve!  

Beginning just after 9am this morning, these inconsiderate SOBs have 
pummeled us with overhead noise , we’re going on 12 GD hours of this 
nonsense.   

For almost an hour, from noon until almost 1 pm the jets have been out at 
OLF. The noise has been grating since they've been out there. I can hear 
them in my home even with hearing protection. My concentration on work 
is non existent because of them. 

Huge flock of migratory geese flying over Coupeville..... here come the jets, 
again. Disturbing human peace and a safe passage for these birds birds.  

"I continue to hear jet noise day after day late into the evening hours. I 
always note the time because I go to bed early.  

I consistently hear jet noise past 8pm. I am a new resident to the area and 
can't believe how often they fly." 

Just home from a stressful day of work in the Skagit Valley, Mt Vernon- 
ready for some peace, but already, home 10 minutes and there is metallic 
roaring in the heavens.  Anacortes  6:30pm 

Multiple jets flying at higher altitude, flying slow for a looooong, rumbling 
noise event. Absolutely horrible.  
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Navy SAR helicopter, very low over town. Just over tree tops, estimated 
150’ above trees. Headed to OLF. I’m convinced that the Navy’s goal is to 
attempt to pummel the citizens of Coupeville into silence.  

Time for peace, time for rest, time for sleep and the heavens thunder, some 
closer and some far away- navy pummeling Coupeville.   It is abuse and it 
causes harm.   Anacortes nearly 9pm 

Today is an official onslaught of terror  

Today is an official onslaught of terror  

Toxic FCLP 

Flyovers all day. This one egregiously loud 

Lots of flyover noise this am 

Loud, invasive roaring roaring roaring. Horrible, disturbing, destructive 
noise. HORRIBLE 

Not quite as loud today. But constant. Non stop. Can’t hear the birds 

Beautiful day disrupted by jets. Also map isn’t working  

Extremely loud, vibration through the house.  Unacceptable, without 
exception!!!!!! 

Horrible, sinister, threatening, thundering roaring from the south.   This is 
assault and battery of the landscape and its people and creatures by the US 
navy.  Treating us as enemies.  Anacortes 6:30 pm 

Ongoing flights at OLF and over Town of Coupeville. Disruptive, loud, 
grating.  

And here we go ......engine noise drowning everything else out 

Deep rumbling and vibrations. Sometimes it's liking living in a war zone. 
Many of us have gotten to really hate 'our' military. 

Disrupted online classes 

Enough of a rumble to interrupt concentration! 

Growlers very busy 

Multiple times this morning. Also low rumbles throughout the day 
yesterday. Interrupted my work concentration. 

Noisy Activity all day. Wears one down 

Roaring roaring roaring, all morning. Horrible noise. 

"SO  

MUCH 

ENGINE NOISE" 

Sustained engine noise over a long period of time 

In Coupeville, it’s never too late to have your peace and quiet destroyed by 
the Navy 

In Coupeville, smashing our peace  

No sleep with this noise!! Thanks so much....... 

Seriously- 8:15 pm on a FRIDAY with shaking, vibrating, foul sounding 
thunder bespoiling the end of the day.  Going on for many minutes so far.  
Unconscionable.  Anacortes.  

Bloody hell! X 3! 

In Coupeville, raging noise yet again to smash our evening peace  

"No Sleep tonight....AGAIN. 

wonder if the pilots know how they are hurting the citizens they have sworn 
to defend and protect?" 

We were trying to sleep. Lasted several minutes 

The navy has been pretty well behaved lately, but going on and on 
relentlessly late tonight.  

9:49pm.  Thinking it is time to sleep, but there is jet noise thunder from 
NASWI.  April 21. This is NOT RIGHT!  Does the Navy lack sense? Locating 
loud roaring jets in a populated area.  NUTS!!!!! 

Can’t even hear the tv 
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FCLP 

Growlers show up and we could not hear the NCAA tournament’s 
commentators.  Had to turn up the volume significantly so we can hear it. 

In town in Coupeville, we are SICK AND TIRED of your racket Navy!!! Get lost 
!!!!! 

Over town in Coupeville, 12 times already today we have had peace 
shattering growlers flying the east west pattern over town.  Not OLF flights. 
We have become a dumping ground for the navy’s noise.   

Too loud to sleep again.  Too tired to function at work. 

Blasting us with complete disregard for our right to peace  

I just went outside not 15 minutes before they began flying around the 
perimeter of our home. I hate this- and will try to work inside with noise 
canceling headset while they 'do their thing1' The other day recorded 92 
decibels inside house! 

So begins the onslaught of our peace  

2 Growlers overhead and banking loudly! 

2 pound Growlers overhead  

Loud jet interfered with business call (twice in half an hour). 

My poor guests - subjected to Ault noise 

Rattling the house engine testing from ault 

"Vibrating the windows and chair I’m sitting on 

Engine noise from Ault" 

Almost 13 hours of intermittent jet noise today. Absolutely intolerable.  

Really?  Is it really necessary to destroy our quiet this late at night?  Is there 
a war going on?  These SOBs started flying over our home at 8:32 am today. 
I have counted at a minimum 14 flights over the town of Coupeville. It’s 
insane making.  

 

Another jet passes over, headed east.  Climbing through the peaceful sky 
obliterating the peace that we used to take for granted.  Navy,, you are not 
welcome any more here.  You have become as terrible a neighbor as a 
terrorist group. 

Disrupted video conference.  

.... and F*** you a second time 

Can hear the jets in Coupeville as they start their engines at Ault Field. 
Another day of noise.  

F*** off 

More noise from Ault field this morning.  

More noise in Coupeville from Ault field.  

More noise in Coupeville from the jets at Ault field.  

Really loud right over our house.   

Could be heard rumbling across the Marine Sanctuary 

Disrupted online class presentation  

Gosh, what a lovely, peaceful Sunday morning it was- until the jets came 
screaming overhead. Thanks Navy! All due to your bloated budget and 
bloated arrogance. So nice of you to remind us you're here. 

Loud Growler noise this morning. 

In Coupeville , thank you Navy for smashing our peace again  

Over town in Coupeville again, low fast and loud.  After 9 pm??? You suck 
Navy 

Disrupted lunch, scared pets. Seemed especially low flying. 

"Extremely loud, long-lasting Growler noise.  One after another.  
Maddening! 

Flying  

Noise of jet was so loud we could not hold a conversation. 
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Several flew over yesterday too, but I didn’t get a chance to report them. 

FCLP over Oak Harbor is adversely impacting Central Whidbey. 

It was so peaceful until now- I am exhausted from work , ready for bed 9pm 
in Anacortes and up starts the awful shaking rumbling of Warcraft practicing 
for war- echoing through the sky.   Horrid and abusive.  

"still practicing landings? 

Audibon Society: “ We will have very large migration numbers the next 
three nights, with upwards of 4.5 million birds passing through Washington 
on Thursday! " 

"Yep.....Landing practice? No sleep for kids, senior citizens, or workers on 
night shift. Oak Harbor.....the ONLY place in the United States and its 
territories where the USN can practice night landings without bombarding 
the citizens. 

Blasting us and destroying our peace 

Disruptive continuous noise- a.m. and evening. 

I would like to sleep, but I guess playing war is more important.  

It’s loud enough i had to stop recording instructional videos for my class. 

The daily onslaught of noise and massive disruption begins. 

Far too much to hope that the beautiful peace would last and I could sleep, 
rest to stay healthy and prepare for work.  Anacortes 8:40 pm hideous 
thundering roaring welling up, fading and returning.  Horrid sounds.  This is 
abuse. 

Loud, persistent aircraft noise this evening. 

Screaming and screeching they go 

Jets bouncing at OLF for past half hour. A HALF HOUR of solid HORRIBLE 
NOISE.  

Smashing our evening peace with god awful relentless noise  

Trying to have a nice family evening at the state park around the campfire 
but the loudness of the jets drove us indoors. Very upset at how intrusive 
they are! 

"84.6 dB on Decibel x PRO app 

dir: W to E" 

Smash the evening quiet  

Vibration and rattling in my home at 8:35am, it’s criminal what they are 
doing  

S Lopez,1 Mar 2021, Mon: Off and on ROARS from 9:47am -  2:30pm.  65 -70 
decibels.  The FAA NOW reveals 50 year old data (that they have hidden) 
revealing that 60% of people living with 65 decibels of average noise are 
"severely annoyed".  YES !!! 

Your damn GROWLERS are so loud that you woke me up from a sound 
sleep!! GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE!! 

I can hear the jets flying at Ault field, I live in town in Coupeville !!! Horrible  

I had a thought this morning that maybe, just maybe, we'd get another day 
without jet noise (Monday). Unfortunately not....  

It went on and on... THE NOISE!!  

Jet number 4 for our complete destruction of peace  

Loud flights, grandkids and I were going to go for a walk but now we won’t 
because of the flight noise. 

One after another! Can’t focus on work.. the jets completely shatter my 
concentration.  

We are absolutely sick to death of this constant noise and disruption of our 
peace.  

Wreck our evening quiet  

I'm working.... concentration interrupted by the jets and consequential 
home vibrations.  

Direct flyover eardrum popping 
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Allowing this sort of noise is indecent. Local ordinances offer protection 
from noise. Why is noise from growlers allowed? Growler noise destroys the 
quality of life for terrestrial and marine animals. The noise is hideous and 
stress inducing.  

DREADFUL ROARING. The noise from the growlers entirely overwhelms all 
other sound. Even indoors, the noise obliterates all other sound. The 
vibration is HORRIBLE. 

Exposure to excessive noise is known to cause health problems e.g.: stress, 
poor concentration, productivity losses, communication difficulties, fatigue 
& other serious issues i.e. cardiovascular disease, cognitive impairment, 
tinnitus, hearing loss. 

S Lopez, 3 Mar 21, Wed: 8:37am - 11:07am  -- continuous noise in the 68 - 
72.6 decibel range.  This is what we are asked to live with on a week with 
zero FCLP's scheduled.  The house shakes.  Our bodies shake. Insane! 

Some of the loudest run up noises ever 

Absolutely god awful and disrespectful to the very citizens they are sworn 
to protect and provide peace and security.  It’s an affront to our founding 
ideas.  

Numerous flights from 8PM to almost 11PM heard over the Skyline 
neighborhood of Anacortes. Very loud for that late in the evening. 

10:27am. Lopez Village, March 4.  There is a lot of jet rumbling in the skies 
in the Village.   

12:06pm. Lopez Ferry Landing, March 4.  LOUD jet over us. 

Had to stop the tv it was so loud. Why so low? This was the worst noise 
we’ve had in a while. 

Horribly loud disrupting me and my livestock deeply.  

S Lopez, 4 Mar 21, Thur:  10:12am - 12:30pm. Steady Roaring 64.6 - 70 
decibels. Louder than the 15 - 25 MPH wind.  Everything shaking.  . . . . Plain 
and simple, it's torture.  

stop torturing me" 

Starting at 7:55 AM and continuing off & on seemed to be one or more 
fighters swooping and flying over my home.  Quite loud. 

Bloody hell! 

Knock off the damn noise and disruption!!! 

Multiple flyovers this morning.   Couldn’t hear my audio book through the 
headphones when I was outside.  We purchased this property because, 
according to the maps at the time, we were not in a flight path.  This is 
ridiculous.  

One after another!! 

Over and over and over they crush our peaceful lives.  

Rocketing into the sky, to hell with our peace and quiet.  

Starting FCLPs at OLF. Time to step away from online music class. Way to 
loud to hear! Such a disruption to life. 

"stop routing planes directly over these apartments 

S Lopez, 5 Mar, Fri: 9:02 - 10:30am  Another day of hideous noise.  Sure 
sounds like FCLP's - which are not scheduled.  Another NAVY LIE.  The 
roaring is louder than the 25 - 35 MPH wind. ENOUGH !  

Very loud passing from North to South (I think).  Short duration. 

1.4 hrs of non-stop teeth rattling noise we have endured from these sons of 
bitches who could care less about the peace we truly value.  Coupeville  

HEADACHE, EARS BUZZING, CAN'T THINK, CAN'T WORK, CAN'T STOP 
HATING THE NAVY FOR BEING SO HEARTLESS 

New session of FCLPs at OLF starting.  

Out walking our dog when 3 growlers in tight formation flew directly 
overhead at less than 200 ft above us. The sound and vibration made our 
body quiver. Then they continued with FCLPs at OLF. Painful walk home. 

Over Coupeville again  
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The noise from the jets has been going since 9:03 am... it’s now 8:30 pm. 
This is inhumane and absolutely abuse.  

We have been absolutely inundated today from the teeth shattering noise 
the son's of bitches are making.  It's HORRIBLE and a complete destruction 
of our peace.  The  peace we are guaranteed in our Constitution's Bill of 
Rights.  Shame on you NAVY! 

We're getting hammered today in Coupeville by the jets. It's awful!  

What a beautiful day for a walk ... oh no, here come the jets for over an 
hour of mind numbing noise. NO ESCAPE!  

You have NO business flying over here disrupting our peace. It’s past 
people’s bedtimes, for god’s sake.  

Starting a new session of FCLPs at OLF. Flying directly over the house, I could 
feel the floor shake. 

9pm on a SUNDAY and terrifying sounding thunder is shaking the back of my 
Anacortes home.   Navy is terrorizing the landscape.  It's abuse.   

Completely and totally unacceptable 8:12 pm on a SUNDAY. To blast the 
peace and quiet of our town, lives and tranquillity. We only get 2days a 
week now where they don’t assault us with noise. What the hell is wrong 
with my Navy???? 

extremely loud growler flights over skyline neighborhood of anacortes, from 
noon to at least 1, multiple passes by growlers overhead. 

F*** em 

Good god!! Sounded like multiple jets flying low!!  

The training flights were unbearably noisy tonight and yesterday. The noise 
seems loudest with the landing gear down. 

What the F***???!!!!! 

Why are we continually being subjected to this horrible noise? Why is this 
okay!?  

Wow... this is becoming more common late into the evening.  

LOST? Lopez has no enemies of the state so why does the Navy want to fly 
directly overhead.  HANDS OFF! 

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down and extremely loud 

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down slowing the jet down producing 
extremely loud noise, frightening my dog and hurting my ears.  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft over a 10 minute period, some with gear 
down based on noise level and observed speed.  

N LOPEZ, 7 Apr 21, Wed, 2pm:   Just traveled North to escape that Growlers 
at the S end of Lopez.  The Roar is actually worse here!  Horribly loud 
overflights that kept going on and on and on  . . . . .. . .................................. 

"Please stop these extremely loud noises! 

"ridiculously loud.  I hurt for our visitors that have no idea what is 
happening—frightening. 

S. Lopez, 7 April 21, Wed, 1:30 - 3pm:  Loud roaring . Still going on at 3pm. 
We're going N. to try to get out of the noise 

The noise was so great that all of the birds flew quickly away all at once.  
My cats ran for cover inside the home.  My heart rate sped up.  The 
extremely loud noise caused me anxiety. 

Argh! Starting FCLPs at OLF! 

Bloody hell 

does this even make a difference? 

F*** off 

Is this how it’s going to be?! Almost 10 pm and the jets continue to rip over 
Coupeville... a new norm.  

Next session of FCLPs starting at OLF. Husband started d cancer treatments 
today. Really needs peace, quiet, and rest, not the windows rattling and 
walls shaking. 
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This noise has been going on and on and on. You'd think a person could 
have some peace and quiet in the evening in their well-insulated home. But 
no. 

S Lopez, 8 Mar 21, Mon: The day was shattered by sporatic pulses of 
ROARING and BLASTING.   (9:48 - 10:17am)   (12:15pm, 12:32pm)  (2pm - 
3:20pm)  (6:10 - 6:34pm) . 62.6  - 77.7 dec. Do Larsen and Murray 
understand what we are forced to live with? ?  

The growlers are obnoxious tonight. What happened to the mufflers that 
were being developed???? All flights have been near or over 100 decibels.   

Another round of house shaking (!!) 

Disrupting work from home. Feel ike it's war time. 

Effffing sick of this crap.   

Got caught out on our morning walk when growlers began FCLPs at OLF. 
Makes whole body rattle as the pass so low overhead. 

House vibrating..... again.  

I have lost count of the times they have flown over, not mind you flying at 
OLF. absolutely an assault on our peace.  Go fly over downtown Seattle, 
Olympia, Bellevue, Mercer Island and see if you get away with it.  
Disrespectful SOBs!!! 

Idiot pilot. Too low too fast. Unnecessary hot dog 

Incredibly loud jet noise this past hour. 

It sounded like multiple loud jets flying together 

loud flights of growlers(or very similar plane) overhead 

Low and loud over town of Coupeville again!!!! Inconsiderate and deliberate 
disrespectful behavior Navy 

My home is vibrating, that is not an exaggeration whatsoever.  This is totally 
unacceptable and an unmitigated assault on the citizens of Whidbey  

My house is vibrating!!... there are TWO flying right next to each other. 
DOUBLE THE NOISE!! 

New session of FCLPs at OLF.  

Nothing like the sound of war early in the morning. 

Smashing our peace and again  

Such total bulls***. 9 Tim’s today already beginning at 7:55am. Not OLF 
OPS, rather transiting from Ault Field to the west , presumably to wreak 
havoc on the serine Olympic National Park.   

Way too loud. Disrupting WFH meeting. 

What good is a schedule when you alter it at will?  Fridays used to be sacred 
for the tourists.  Crowded pattern 14 creates constant, intolerable noise, 
even in the house.  Also, had to quit outdoor activities on sunny day last 
week with pattern 32. 

You guys absolutely suck. The worst behavior towards your fellow 
citizens!!!! 

4/09  South Lopez.  Very loud jet roaring in the skies.  Rumbling and roaring.  
Annoying and too loud. On and On  and On. 

Flights over my home are extremely loud - over 90 decibels inside the home 
with windows closed.  Sometimes the house shakes.  It is difficult to do my 
work while they are flying. 

S Lopez, 9 Mar 21, Tue:  Grateful for a fairly light noise day when I can work 
in my garden without ear protection. Roaring at: (8:02, 9:07, 9:23am) 
(12noon) (6:03, 6:35pm).  We are forced to live on NAVY time.   

Was in basement, in a enclosed space.  The aircraft swooped low over the 
property and house startling me in the basement!  With so much open 
water relatively nearby, why are these maneuvers made? 

8:42 pm!!!! 

Interfering with work from home. Difficult to hear and concentrate. 

Multiple passes, at least once with two jets. Double the NOISE!!  

Really?? 
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Sounds like the testing of the space shuttle engines. This needs to be moved 
to a location away from the general population. This causes extreme stress 
in everyday life. 

11:12am. SATURDAY, 4/10.  LOUD LOUD LOUD growler flying overhead.  
Almost sounds like two. I am inside working so did not rush outside to see. 
Noise permeated the house. Characteristic long long roaring. Distracted me. 

Continuous blasts 

S Lopez, 10 Mar 21, Wed: 7:22 pm - 70.8 decibels.   What a RELIEF to have 
almost a whole day of relative quiet. My blood pressure is lower. 

Wonderful day to be outside, except for the extremely loud sounds of war. 
This is too close to largely populated areas. 

S Lopez, 11 Mar 21, Thur:  Three huge takeoff ROARS - 9:42 - 10:30am  62.8 - 
78.6 decibels.  We are 12 miles from NASWI and we hear EVERYTHING that 
comes and goes. 

Could we please have some peaceful evenings? This is extremely annoying. 

F*** off. Gonna keep telling you to F*** off until you F*** off. 

I shouldn't have to wear hearing protection in a park. 

OMG SHUT THE F*** UP! 

Stop the madness!  You’re destroying our peace.  

This is the most evil, violent country in the world. 

Too loud to even talk ehile outside walking. Not totally sure time but aroind 
8 pm to 9 ish 

Wow... all evening and then a loud flyover at 10pm. Thanks Navy. Such 
good neighbors.  

1:04pm  S Lopez 4/12. Jets noise roaring in the skies.  Very Loud. 

1:06pm  4/12. South Lopez. The jet noise continues to rumble and roar in 
the skies.  I have to be outside and it is annoying and irritating. 

1:38pm. S Lopez 4/12. Jets noise roaring in the skies.  Very Loud. 

10:11am, April 12.  Loud jet noise, deep roaring. S. Lopez. 

10:46am. S Lopez 4/12. Jets noise roaring in the skies.  Very Loud. 

11:02am. S Lopez 4/12. Jets noise roaring in the skies.  Very Loud, with a 
long long roar.. 

11:04am S Lopez 4/12.  Jet seems like it is coming around again, or is this a 
new one.  LOUD and screaming. Sounds and feels like the air above our 
home is a jet runway. 

3:00pm, April 12. South Lopez.  It is a day of jet noise.  There is always a war 
going on.  The Navy seems to feel it is necessary to bombard us with noise.  
Expensive jets that waste fuel and fly over beautiful country that they are 
destroying.. 

3:03pm, April 12. S. Lopez.  The jet noise is roaring again.  Disgusted. 

3:10pm. S Lopez 4/12. Skies are roaring with jet noise.  Angry and annoyed. 

3:48pm April 12.  LOUD LOUD jet noise.  Roaring that is deep, irritating and 
Long.  South Lopez. 

4:53pm. April 12. S. Lopez.  Right now, Jet noise ripping the sky apart, 
blotting out TV sound.  Jet noise inside our home is unacceptable.  Tired of 
Legislators ignoring this. Tired of Navy lies. 

8:25pm. 4/12. S Lopez. A hard day of contract work & lawn work, cleaned 
up the kitchen & needed an evening walk and ROAR! there is DEAFENING 
jet roaring above me. Seems to head south, then turns, I think, for more 
deafening ROARING. Hands over ears! 

8:33pm. April 12. S Lopez.  Are we being bombed??  A tremendous jet 
roaring noise fills the house. It has been a noisy evening. 

About 2:15 pm or so. April 12.  South Lopez.  There is jet noise in the air that 
is driving out any other sounds.  Why do we advertise for visitors to enjoy 
the San Juan Islands?  It is HELL here. I NEVER invite anyone here. 

"Additional information, not sure where to report this nor do I have specific 
dates. 
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Contractor stated that several times this winter the distinct smell of jet fuel 
was present as Growlers dumped fuel over the Straits. " 

Loud jet overhead.5:40pm April 12. 

S Lopez, 12 Apr 21, 11- 11:05:  88 decibels .. . . . crushing noise. Absolutely 
hideous. 

S Lopez, 12 Apr 21, 5:30pm:    86.4 decibels.  Overflights . . . . and more 
overflights  . . .  and more.  Impossible to live like this. 

S Lopez, 12 Mar 21, Fri: 4 taKeoff ROARS,  10:02, 10:07, 10:1, 10:27am. 
Decibel readings outside were 72.8 - 88.6,  well into the zone for Severe 
Annoyance and adverse health affects.  

There is jet noise everywhere in the skies.  We are in a war zone.  South 
Lopez. 

Trying to go to sleep!! 

82:8 dB 

"95 dB on Decibel Pro app 

Odd how every construction company in the San Juans honors and respects 
local noise ordinances, but not the Navy pilots sworn to serve and 
protect.??" 

"DESTROYING LIFE IN A RESIDENTIAL AREA ... SHAME ON YOU NAVY 

YOU ARE KILLING ME" 

Disturbing amount of noise inside a well insulated house. Good think I 
didn't want to be outside today. 

F-ing F-you Navy. You suck.  Absolutely smashing our beloved peace and 
quiet  

F*** you 

In Coupeville, this really is criminal behavior on the navy’s part  

Noise is extremely loud and damaging even when inside our house. It is 
impairing our daughters sleep and scaring her. We are unable to continue 

normal living during the time the jets are flying. This is louder than normal 
here.  

"So much noise today, yesterday, and the day before. Give us a break, 
please. 

Thanks for continuing to terrorize us Navy 

The jet noise just keeps going on and on and on.   

They stopped water boarding the enemy because it was un-American but 
they fly ear shattering Growlers over Americans in their own homes?????? 

They’re starting earlier in the morning and flying later into the evening. 
We’ve had over 12 hours of noise today.  It’s madness.  

this like the fourth time and it's not even ten. i need to be able to sleep. 

Very loud over North Beach section of Port Townsend  

Very stressful for me as I deal with auto immune disease which causes 
severe headaches, and the sound makes recovery difficult as I cannot get 
away from the loud noises of the jets. Please stop. Fly elsewhere. Not over 
my home!  

10:06am.  MORE jet roaring above us.  Lopez. 

11:17am.  Extended roar of a jet over us.  In the trees so I can't see it.  VERY 
LOUD. South Lopez. 

3:01.  MORE JET ROARING. SOUTH LOPEZ. 

3:13PM  MORE JET ROARING. LIKE THE SKY IS SPLITTING APART. SOUTH 
LOPEZ. 

3:34PM  AGAIN. MORE JET ROARING. LIKE A LOUD LOUD TRAIN LUMBERING 
ACROSS THE SKY. 

8:10pm April 13. S Lopez.  Deep, throbbing jet noise over us.  Prolonged 
roaring.  It just goes on and on and on. Time to relax after a workday and we 
get JET NOISE. 

Loudest noise ever! 
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8:13pm. April 13. S Lopez.  What is going on?  We are getting more jet noise 
again. Is this a jet parade?  Are Navy pilots out for an evening tour?  Circling 
around?  GO AWAY.  YOU ARE A NUISANCE!   

9:47am.  Burst of jet noise coming from Whidbey.  A morning of jet noise in 
the sky instead of bird song.  I thought these were peaceful islands. No one 
in their right mind would ever call them that.  South Lopez. 

April 13 afternoon.  I am so tired of thundering jet noise from Navy. It is a 
thousand times more offensive than average aircraft.  Deep bone-shaking 
noise that goes on and on and on. Was out for a walk about 2:30 or so.  
Quiet, then WHAM and ROAR. 

Noise tonight is unceasing. Really bad. 

Stop this now 

2:55pm or so, April 14.  Loud jet noise. Long roar.  Not a commercial airline. 
S. Lopez. 

9am, 4/14.  Jet roaring noise, to the east of us.  LOUD. S Lopez. 

Terrified the children playing on the beach. 

9:59 pm , are there no rules that they must follow?? What arrogant SOBs 

"98dB on Decibel X Pro app 

dir. SW to NE 

2-300 ‘ over house 

The enemy within" 

Bloody hell!!!!! 

Completely ridiculous!! 

F*** you 

In Coupeville, beginning another agonizing day of peace wrecking racket 
and heartbreaking noise from the non-freedom Navy 

In Coupeville, over and over they fly the east west corridor smashing our 
peace  

Next session of FCLPs at OLF. Beautiful sunny day out and really want to be 
outside but way too loud.  

Quiet evening until YOU came along!  Go away now.  

Several hours now... flying at OLF, over Coupeville. Extremely loud at times, 
noisy wooshing and absolutely disturbing.  

Starting FCLPs at OLF  before early afternoon...Argh! 

This guy flew right over the Eagle Cove neighborhood then proceeded right 
up the coast of San Juan Island.  Elevation probably  5000-10,000ft.  
Extremely loud.  There is no excuse for this.  Obviously out for a joy ride. 

Another training session right over our home, measured over 90 decibels 
inside home with windows closed (110+ outside).  Very disruptive to life 
(and health!), especially when working from home. 

Extremely loud, ridiculously disrespectful of the citizenry.  The Navy simply 
could care less about the impact they are having on the very citizens they 
are sworn to protect.  It's appalling.   

FCLPs starting at OLF.  

Ironic that they decided to fly around our property on the day we are 
attending the Navy Aircraft Noise: Implications for Salish Sea/Olympic 
Region conference call this afternoon.  

Noise level inside home office while working with client was 93db with the 
windows closed. Used Decibel X app to measure. 

Over and Over again we get slammed by the inconsiderate and disrespectful 
Navy. 

Sounded like the jet was taking off right over our home. Ridiculous! 

They fly directly over my home at 300 feet altitude.  The EA18-G has a noise 
magnitude that is louder than a human can withstand, this is environmental 
terrorism. 

Too much!  Argghjhhhhhhhh 

Trying to go on a hike at Barnum Point Park. Constant loud flights. 
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S Lopez, 16 Mar, Tue: 10am - 3pm HUGE roars all day in the 70 - 80 decibel 
range outside.  It's hard to be sick with all the hideous noise.   

5 growler jets approximately 2 minutes apart.  

"93.5 db inside home office with all windows closed. Growlers barely clear 
fir trees on my property.  

My daughter is trying to complete her end-of-term University of 
Washington college finals and projects within our home; noise too 
disruptive." 

Another round of low, looooong roar from the jets. Disturbing, distracting 
me from work activities and focus. When will we be able to live in our home 
in peace? Walk our neighborhood in peace? Work in peace.... sleep in 
peace, gather in peace??  

Bloody hell X 4 

F*** em 

Incessant noise, whooshing sounds, loud (!!) coming from OLF most of the 
day today. Grating on nerves... constant!!  

Pair of jets , again headed west climbing, deafening sound that we must put 
fingers in our ears to prevent pain. Hey Navy, stop terrorizing the citizens 
you have taken an oath to protect!!!!!! 

Two by two, east bound, destroyed our quiet again!!!!!! 

Two jets at a higher altitude flying slow for an extra long noise event.  

Couldn’t hear the tv. Awful. 

Direct flyover  

S Lopez, 17 Mar 21, Wed: Periodic and steady noise from 9am - 10:21pm.  
We were immersed in ROARING for 13 hours with only a few breaks.  Noise 
like this is used to drive people insane in certain countries.  It's working . . . 

F*** em 

F*** em 

F*** em 

F*** the jets 

Flying right overhead- like the past 3 days. Inside the decibels are reading 
around 86+. :-( 

F*** the jets 

F*** these jets 

Just solid jet after burners for 1 minute, F*** your jets. F*** your “sound of 
freedom” 

Out of no where - a very loud WHOOSH noise - then again. Then gone. Then 
minutes later in the distance, more whooshing. This pattern, over and over 
again. Day after day. My nerves are shot. I can't go anywhere to escape. I 
work from home.  

The daily peace smashing begins.   

Very loud Growler flight, been a number of flights this morning but some 
are much louder than others.  

Very loud growler flight, one of many today 

Excruciating noise, this morning and most everyday. 

Gut rattling growler engine noise  

"House rattling 

Why is the navy inflicting this in our civilian population? 

Get a different quieter plane than the growler" 

Low level flying growler aircraft disturbing my life 

Many bouts of engine noise - ongoing flyovers  

Rattling everything in the house 

Rattling objects on our table 

S Lopez, 18 Mar 21, Thur: Another day in the "Peaceful, relaxing, San Juan 
Islands".  Today we only had 6.5 hours of nearly constant noise - 9am - 
3:30pm.  Hard to work online when everything is shaking and there is no 
escape. 
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"Thunderclap screaming flyover accompanied by terrible thundering 
growlers in the distance 

So much noise one can’t possibly document it all, which is what the navy is 
counting on" 

Completely unacceptable  

F*** the jets, literally fly all day. F*** em 

Loud roaroing as they leave Ault Field 

S Lopez, 19 Apr 21, Mon: 4:55 -4:57pm - overflight of 2 growlers - 86.7 
decibels - insane. 

Another blasting of our peace, over and over and over they fly the east west 
corridor as if this is some kind of unlimited freeway in the sky.  Where did 
the respect for the civilian population by the military go?   

Extremely loud, over town in Coupeville again  

Over town of Coupeville flight from west to east, intensely loud and 
completely unacceptable for this time of night. F-you Navy !!! 

S Lopez, 20 Apr 21, 10am:  95 decibels ! ! ! Impossible to have a 
conversation.  Impossible to hear anything but the SCREAMING ROAR.  This 
is our home .  .  .  Again: 8:30 - 9:15pm 85 decibels :  this is torture. 

F*** em 

Good morning Coupeville - to the horrible noise of growlers.  

In town in oak harbor, jet climbing out going west obliterated our quiet  

Location not working?? 

SUNDAY afternoon had to seek shelter for a moment while trying to plant 
lavender in my yard in Anacortes as 2 growlers flew overhead together 
beneath the low clouds.  Sounds echoed for nearly 10 minutes before the 
peace returned finally. 

This is becoming a regular late night event!! 

10:12pm.  Getting ready for bed.  Discouraged because the jet roaring is so 
loud and so disturbing.  Sounds like war. 

11:07am, April 21. SCREAMING JET over South Lopez.  First the shrieking 
scream, then the roar, the long roar.  The continued roar.  Startled me. 
Unacceptable. The navy does not need to fly over Lopez. 

8:15pm. April 21. S. Lopez.  Huge Booming jet noise from Whidbey.  Like an 
explosion. 

8:17pm, 4/21. South Lopez.  More booming loud jet noise from Whidbey.  
Very loud and annoying. 

8:18pm. April 21. S. Lopez.  It sounds like we are enduring consistent jet 
activity from NASWI.  Result: almost continuous booming roars. As if one jet 
after another is taking off. Loud and disruptive. 

8:20pm S Lopez, April 21. It appears my mistake is acting like a normal 
person and opening up the deck doors for fresh air on a lovely 
night...because now all I hear is explosive bombing noise from jet action at 
NASWI. S. Lopez. 

8:23pm. April 21. S, Lopez.  The war zone jet noise continues.  It is 
disruptive.  It is an awful way to live, to feel like the bombing run is on its 
way to us. BOOM!  ROAR!!!! Legislators who turn there eyes away from this 
issue are not serving us. 

8:25pm.  April 21.  S. Lopez.  I am going to have to close the deck doors in 
order to get any peace.  The jet roaring and booming has been about a 
minute apart, LOUD, DISRUPTIVE. This is no way to live. 

S Lopez, 21 Apr 21, Wed: 8:30  -11pm , Too loud to sleep even with Bose 
noise canceling headphones.  When people are subjected to this kind of 
torture - in their homes - it is no surprise that craziness and bad action is the 
result. 

S Lopez, 31 Mar 21, Wed:  8:26 am - 11 am.  Seven Growler takeoffs from 
Ault which resulted in 7+ shattering Blasts  in the 72 - 78 decibel range.  2.5 
hours of jarring explosions coming at us from 12 miles away.  Home as a 
peaceful refuge is a joke. 

FCLPs starting at OLF. Very loud. Unable to participate in online meeting. 

House vibrating!!  
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Multiple launches over Coupeville with looong low rumble going West.  

Over and over the town of Coupeville, completely smashing our peace.  You 
suck Navy, and are an utter embarrassment. Shame on you  

Starting FCLPs at OLF. Walls shake and windows rattle. Miserable. 

Utterly ridiculous at this hour!  

Words cannot convey how sick i am of reporting the constant noise and the 
noise itself. This is crazy. Why can’t anyone tell us if it’s worth the trouble. 
Nothing changes. This has been going on for years.  

10:09am South Lopez.  Big jet roar.  Doors and windows are closed, but the 
noise comes right into my home. 

10:15pm is TOO LATE for jet noise.  Loud roaring.  GO AWAY. I need to 
sleep. 

10:18pm.  Jet noise still roaring from Whidbey.  Navy does not feel that 
people need their sleep after a hard day working. BAD NEIGHBOR. 

10:59am.  I am on a zoom call and distracted by a very very very loud loud 
loud jet roar.  The Navy has no right to invade my home. 

11:30am, April 22.  Mud Bay, Lopez. Suddenly, jet screaming above us. I 
jumped in my seat, disrupting a Zoom call. Heading toward north. The 
scream turns to a deep vibrating roar. The roaring goes on and on, as if 
afterburners are on or something.  

7:30pm April 22. Mud Bay, Lopez.  EXCESSIVE JET NOISE and roaring.  Trying 
to have a dinner conversation, and there is JET ROARING. 

7:45pm.  4/22. S Lopez.  LOUD LOUD LOUD explosive jet roaring from 
Whidbey. 

"S Lopez, 22 Apr21, Thur: 9:45 - 10:09am - Constant Growler noise in the 65 
decibel range 

Again, from 7-10:15pm, constant Growler Roaring.  What are Larsen and 
Murray doing to mitigate this atrocity?   Apparently nothing." 

Unpleasant to be outside this evening for my evening walk. South Lopez.  
The jet roaring is like a headache.  There is no good time for the jet noise 
abuse that the Navy aims at us, particularly the evening. 

100.6 db using Decibel X app inside house near south-facing back door.  

"87.1 dB on Decibel x Pro app 

WHY??? peaceful dinner ruined!" 

A bomb repeatedly going off in the sky they are 

Absolutely incredulous the Navy has become.  They are essentially a terror 
organization now.  

Extremely loud 9:10am flyover.  

FU Navy!!! You suck and are a terrible neighbor  

Good GOD! Can they get any closer???!!! 

I have come to dislike my My Navy.  

Insane loud and absolutely unacceptable this time of the evening  

SO annoying!! Loud and intrusive. So disruptive to work, in zoom and phone 
meetings!!  

Two over Coupeville one after another ... loud, announcing... so frustrating.  

1:01pm. April 23.  The jet noise is constant.  It sounds as if the jets are just 
circling over us, sending us waves and waves and waves of jet noise, 
echoing off the water and the hills.  This is disruptive.  These jets have no 
business here. 

1:10pm. April 23. The jet noise goes on.  Do legislators think this is 
acceptable?  Are they really saying, "Sorry, you are just collateral damage." 
???That is a fine way to regard the people you are supposed to protect. No 
integrity. None. 

10:54am, April 23. S Lopez.  Have we declared war?  Tremendous jet noise 
above us.  Jet roaring. Loud, and drowns out everything else. 

11:30am. S Lopez. Apr 23.  JET NOISE is infesting the air.  There is deep, 
rumbling loud jet noise from Whidbey.  CONSTANT. 
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12:21 4/23 S. Lopez.  LOUD LOUD LOUD Jet roaring.  Skies filled with this 
warring combative noise. 

12:23pm. South Lopez.  All I hear is jet noise soaring and roaring in the skies.  
The noise is everywhere. The Navy is an environmental pest. PEST. No 
respect, none at all. 

12:47pm/ April 23. A wreck of a day. Nothing but jet noise from NASWI. 

12:50pm. 4/23. S Lopez.  Now, even MORE jet noise.  The jet noise rolls 
around the skies, penetrating our home.  TOO LOUD.  GET THESE WAR JETS 
AWAY FROM US. 

12:52pm. 4/23.  Here comes another wave of LOUD JET ROARING.  S. Lopez. 
Fortunately, I have to go to town.  This is not right, that in leaving my home, 
I get some peace. 

12:55pm.  The skies are thundering.  Jet noise everywhere.  This is abuse. S. 
Lopez. April 23. 

12:58pm 4/23. S Lopez.  BIG BOOMING ROARING JET NOISE OVERHEAD. 

Loud jet interfered with business call.  

S Lopez, 23 Apr 21, Fri: 9:05 & 9:35am:  The roaring begins again.  

A complete onslaught today has been.  Not even any evening peace to be 
had from us lowly citizens of the US.  

A steady stream of peace smashing bulls*** from the Navy.   

extremely loud flights overhead 

F*** you !!!! 

House is vibrating, 8:30 in the morning.  

You’re totally disrupting my sleep. STOP.  

Low flying growler aircraft ruins my moment, again.  

S Lopez, 24 Mar 21, Wed:  8-8:30am Low Roars,   (8:54am - 70 dec. )   
(9:02am 70 dec), (9:37am - 82.8 dec) outside measurements. 

Too loud inside our home 

"89.5 dB per Decibel x Pro 

E to W" 

Trying to enjoy a beautiful walk in Washington park- good for body and 
soul, but at least 20 minutes of screaming,, painfully loud navy F-18 
warplanes destroying peace and endangering hearing on a SUNDAY 
morning- 9am 

Two jets, low, double the noise, right over Coupeville 

very loud flights overhead, sounds like Growlers but clouds overhead make 
it tough to spot 

Over Barlow Bay, Lopez Island, Washington 

Right over our home 

S Lopez, 25 Mar 21, Thur:  11:15am - 11:17am - only 2 min of roaring , but it 
was an excruciating  85.6 - 88.9 decibels outside.  At 1:30 pm the Roar was 
only 75 dec.  At 2:47pm a Growler flew overhead with a SKY RIPPING 
ROAR/SCREAM - 90+ DECIBELS 

Still too loud inside our home 

Too loud for dog and humans in our home 

Bloody hell x 3 

"extremely loud growler flight, loud enough to drown out work calls, and 
rattle things inside the house 

Over town in Coupeville, beginning the day of peace and tranquillity 
smashing by the disrespectful and arrogant Navy 

Stuck inside instead of working I. The yard or taking a walk in parks because 
of the jet noise 

Three beasts 

Will this reporting ever make a difference?  They’re back, destroying the 
peace of our home and central Whidbey.  

"Youre a force of harm to your own neighbors 
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Shame" 

12:30pm.  LOUD LOUD LOUD jet overhead. Prolonged noise. Lopez 

Also single growler at 12:01 today  flying low, roughly se to nw. Excruciating, 
unbearable decibel level. I know it doesn’t matter to them but they are 
killing us with this level of noise. 

"can not hear anything in the house 

was talking with my partner and the jet is so loud we had to pause our 
discussion until the jet passed" 

Jet roaring directly overhead. Painful to inner ear. Horrible noise and 
horrible sensation. Noise tears the sky apart, rips through the environment, 
overwhelms all other sound.  

Over Sperry Peninsula, Lopez Island, Washington 

"S Lopez, 26 Apr 21, Mon: 12;30 PM - 4 Growlers overhead -12 miles from 
Ault field - 98  decibels ! ! !  

WHY?  Why is it okay to terrorize us in our homes?  There are other places 
for these jets to train - away from civilians and homes." 

"The growlers have been going all morning and it is stressing me out 

so very disturbing" 

Was on the phone and couldn’t hear the other person. What’s going on? 
Why so many jets low over our house? 

Long drawn out noise event .... so very tired of the Navy’s noise.  

Over town in Coupeville, like a bad alarm clock they smash the peace of our 
town. For a full 4.7min the roaring and deafening noise impacts us with no 
escaping.  

11:49am, April 27. Growler on its way to war, that is, assuring that people 
below are properly disturbed by the low flying growler above us now.  Mud 
Bay, flying NORTH.  A huge scream announces the nearing, now the loud 
roar, now the long roar. ABUSE 

9:13am.  4/27 The day starts with rumbling and roaring jet noise.  Constant 
thunder.  I am guessing jets taking off at NASWI.  The sound comes right 
into our home.  That is ABUSE. That is the result of Navy LIES. 

9:24am. April 27. S Lopez, site of the Navy's war zone.  LOUD LOUD LOUD 
RUMBLING JET ROAR. LONG Roaring. 

S Lopez, 27 Apr 21, Tue:  9:05 - 9:22pm.  Is this the beginning of another 
hellish night of Growler Roaring? 

F*** em 

It's a beautiful spring day, navy. Why you gonna be a dick? 

Ridiculously loud and completely disrespectful of our peace. F-YOU Navy 

10:02pm.  S Lopez.  This used to be a quiet and peaceful place, and it is 
advertised as such. HAH!  The Navy runs roughshod over us.  BULLIES.  Jet 
noise at night. How to sleep?  A constant problem. Go to Lopez and ruin 
your health. 

10:04pm South Lopez.  Jet noise ruins the night. 

10:41am. Off Hunter Bay.  LOUD Jet roaring in the skies.  Huge booming. 

10:55am April 28.   Booming and persistent jet roaring. Disturbing. Thunder?  
No: jets. Hunter Bay area. 

4:29pm. April 28.  Prolonged roaring of Navy jet over S Lopez.  Long roar.  
Still going.  Still going.  The jets are NOT commercial jets which have only a 
brief noise.  These Navy jets have deep loud disturbing roars.  Threatening. 
Still roaring. 

6:32pm.  S Lopez.  LOUD LOUD LOUD roar of Navy jet. It is NOT OK for the 
NAVY to have jets penetrate our home with jet noise. 

9:42pm.  Time to sleep.  Windows open for fresh air and all we hear is JET 
NOISE.  Jet noise soaring in the air, and into our home. Why does the Navy 
think it is OK to run loud jets at night? S. Lopez. 

9:48pm. S, Lopez.  JET ROARING CONTINUES.  NO PEACE AT NIGHT!!!!! 

9:50pm. S Lopez.  ANOTHER JET NOISE BLAST.  IT IS LATE!!!! 
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S Lopez, 28 Apr 21, Wed: 9:02, 9:10, 9:15pm. Growlers roaring 65 - 72 
decibels.   

10:41pm? You make it nearly impossible to not call you what you are to be 
so unapologetically harmful to your fellow americans.  

3 jets in formation flying north were extremely loud 

No naps for the weary in Coupeville.  We must have jets flying in the sky 
protecting us from absolutely NOTHING. 

Shame on you 

9:57pm. S Lopez.  JET NOISE BLASTS CONTINUE. 

Early evening about 6 or 6:30pm.  Sitting outside enjoying a quiet 
conversation and WHOOOSH, ROAR.  The Navy sets thunder in the skies 
with jet noise.  Came inside. Rats. 

Shame on all three of you 

Show off at my pain. Shame on you.  

Start of FCLPs at OLF. Stressful day. Really need peace, quiet, and a cup of 
tea not the roar and rattle of growlers tonight! 

Very loud growler flight  

1:21pm. April 30. Cousins Rd. Lopez.  TWO GROWLERS SHRIEKING 
OVERHEAD, SEEM TO BE HEADING WEST NORTHWEST.  WHAT ARE THEY 
DOING FLYING OVER THE MIDDLE OF LOPEZ?  THE NOISE IS DEAFENING! 
STILL ROARING AFTER I CANNOT SEE THEM. 

10:35am, 4/30. Screaming and roaring jet over S. Lopez.  Blotted out TV 
show. 

11:01. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet overhead. 

11:29am. South Lopez.  This is a pretty sorry thing when the jet roaring 
noise overwhelms the indoors when the dishwasher and clothes dryer and 
TV are going on at the same time. GO AWAY GROWLERS.  YOU ARE A 
MENACE. 

Several low flights over south Lopez 

F*** em 

F*** em 

Actually hurt ears.   Dry real pain. Direct flyovers 

S Lopez, 31 Mar 21, Wed:  8:26 am - 11 am.  Seven Growler takeoffs from 
Ault which resulted in 7+ shattering Blasts  in the 72 - 78 decibel range.  2.5 
hours of jarring explosions coming at us from 12 miles away.  Home as a 
peaceful refuge is a joke. 

Very loud flights through the evening. I was on the phone with the bank for 
over an hour and several times I had to stop and wait until the flights had 
subsided so I could continue my conversation. 

24 / 7 noise no sleep sounds like generator outside my window all night. 
Please give me a break can't you fly further out .  

3rd over the last 45 minutes  

Low rumble really doesn't describe it. Roar.  

 several loud flights interrupting business phone calls and work  

Rumbling off and on during late morning/ afternoon.  

Repeating every 20-30 minutes all morning 

10:13am. Lopez Village, March 4.  More loud rumbling of jet noise  in the 
skies. 

10:17am. Lopez Village, March 4.  Loud jet rumbling in the skies.   

Hi, I had also submitted a noise report prior to this as well that included the 
wrong time. It was reported as 4:xx AM and should have been PM. Thank 
you. 

10:10am. Lopez Village, March 4.  Loud rumbling in the skies, as if their is a 
squad of jets roaring around. 

Called Navy report line. Have been flying for hours. After calling the Navy 
within 30 min flights over house got worse. Sleeping in unfinished basement 
in a tent to try and get away from the noise. 
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I find that low noise that just went on and on and on tonight to be very 
disturbing. It was not possible to concentrate with that going on.  

Jet noise penetrating the home. Continuous flights. Very stressful.  

Flights started at high altitude rumbling, but in a distance.  As morning 
progressed the flights seemed to become lower and lower to the point that 
the sound and vibration was very startling from inside enclosed building 
with no windows. 

IT IS 6:30AM!!!!!!!!!!!! A growler flew over, I can’t believe it at 6:30 am.  I 
even had earplugs in.  

I beautiful day. Trying to enjoy the parks and outside. Jets keep flying with 
loud rumbling. Feels like it just goes on and on.  

Low rumble of what sounds like touchdowns off and on all morning - from 
Coupeville. 

lasted at least 2 minutes 

Please make it stop 

A low rumble doesn't describe what the Growlers sound like in Port 
Townsend - it's a roar. I live in a neighborhood that is otherwise mostly 
quiet but the Growler noise is inescapable.  

I have no idea what the issue is with noise. I am so glad the Navy is here and 
my neighbor! Thank you to the young men and women who work hard and 
keep us safe. No complaints here!! God bless you all!!  

Severe loud rumble the last two nights late into the evening. The rumble 
travels through the house. Flights light into the night. Anxiety is now so high 
due to the constant noise.  

I'm tired of you guys doing Prowler flights at night!! 

Off and on flights through the day. Very loud at 4:17pm. Nervous to report 
to NAVY report line because it seems to increase about 20 min after call is 
made every time.  

We have lived on Whidbey Island since 1971. Until the Growlers arrived at 
NAS Whidbey, we rarely heard any jet noise. Now we hear it every time 

they fly. We live on the SOUTH end of Whidbey and shouldn't have to hear 
it. 

I do not mind the Growlers at all!  Keep up the good work :-) 

Low rumbling in the background. Now I am not working outside because of 
it.  

Noisy during the afternoon from multiple growlers flying landing practice 
drills above Whidbey.   

They are everywhere. You just can’t get away. 

VERY LOUD repeated flights. Defiantly can not enjoy outside. 

Low flying military jet flying west. The low rumble lasted at least 5 minutes  
from 9:50-9:55 a.m. 

multiple takeoffs 

I can hear this inside my closed garage with a shopvac running ! 

The Growlers have been incessant for the past 24 hours. How can we live in 
a free country when it sounds like we are about to be attacked by who is 
supposed to be guarding that freedom? 

Loud engine runup through the evening hours.  Seems like then could 
muffle that on the ground. 

lots of noise from NW of my house louder than the TV.  What a pain to have 
to hear this over and over again disturbing my life. 

They have been off and on but stated no scheduled flights 

Very loud rumble and goes through entire house. No flights scheduled but 
they continue flying all day now late into night. 

What are they doing. It said no flights and it has been all day  

Hearing through the house. The Ouse just penetrates through anything. 

if i play my stereo too loud after 10 pm my neighbor has a right to call the 
police. apparently the navy is above the law? 
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Rumbling throughout the house. Long 14 hr day and now I can’t relax. Very 
stressful.  

Trying to have an online meeting. Flight going over  

P3 zooming....  

the sound of these jets is so disruptive, like it tears apart my human 
qualities and shreds them 

Stopping phone calls, conversations and meetings.  

Getting coffee and jets going already 

Hers off and on all morning. Windows closed and jet noise can be heard 
over laundry and dishwasher. 

Stopped calling Navy hot line. Feels like the target you when you do that so 
only reporting here. 

Repeated flights through afternoon and evening 

Have been flying all day. Now low rumble but constant.  

Particularly disturbing to my ears. 

Just wanted to say hello to you few fokes  trying to control this island. Just 
move the hell off.  

The map potion of this site is not opening. I am unable to pin my location. 

Thank you for keeping us safe here in the San Juan’s.  

Afternoon and evening noise.  really disruptive 

South Beach, SJI between 2 - 3 pm on Monday, 3/1/21.  Was also stopped 
by tourists asking where the loud noises were coming from. 

Runups at Ault? I don't know but it's SO disturbing! 

after several days of restored quiet, they are rumbling about every 8 
minutes this morning. Just terrible.  

Again. Third time in an hour. 

Another morning with the usual noise bombardment from our not-so-
friendly neighbor from the south. 

Jesus. All morning, just one after another. 

Powerful vibration and deafening noise. Extremely unpleasant.  

So I guess it's one of those days where you can just assume it's all day long, 
every ten minutes or so, but I can't report every incident, because I have to 
do this thing called work, that normal people do instead of playing with war 
toys all day. 

"Very disturbing, the vibrations are interfering with my ability to navigate 
and find food. 

Yours truly,   L  Pod" 

What an absolutely top-notch use of tax dollars, especially right now. God 
knows there's nowhere else in the fiscal budget that needs money. 

What is that, the seventh time this morning? 

11:35am. Lopez Ferry Landing, March 4.  Loud rumbling, vibrating noise 
from NASWI. All the way up here!!!! 

11:57am. Lopez Ferry Landing, March 4.  More loud rumbling, vibrating 
noise from NASWI. 

12:03pm. Lopez Ferry Landing, March 4.  Loud rumbling, vibrating noise 
from NASWI. 

Many flights much of the afternoon - loud and disturbing.  It was a great day 
until the growlers took to the air. 

Watching NCAA championship game and had to turn up the volume because 
couldn’t hear it. That is not right. 

Another day in hell 

Loud and obnoxious flights today ruining an otherwise beautiful sunny day.  
They are ruining this entire area for those the live here. 

Numerous flights directly over my house. This seems to be a fairly new 
favorite. Wondering if it is pay back for calling Navy report line.  
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Sunday night, multiple aircraft overhead and low and very loud. 

Very annoying how this rumbling comes out of no where.  Has increased 
significantly over last 21 years.  Stop it! 

Huge amount of noise at my house today disrupting to normal living.  They 
need to move this to lower populated area. 

P3 

Roaring jets today, now into the evening. HORRIBLE NOISE. Exposure to 
excessive noise causes stress, poor concentration, productivity losses, 
communication difficulties, fatigue, cardiovascular disease, cognitive 
impairment, tinnitus, hearing loss 

Super loud and disturbing 

The rumbling can be felt in the bones.  Yesterday it was so loud and 
frequent, I developed a headache and left the area. 

Multiple loud overflights evening.   

Roar and rumble from the direction of Oak Harbor. 

Peaceful evening disrupted by rumbling and roar over Port Townsend. 
Keeping all the windows and doors closed to try to mitigate the noise. 
Normally, I would be able to hear the frogs but cannot over the aircraft 
noise. 

This evening the jets have been unceasing and irritating in the Fort Worden 
area. 

Made sitting outside in my yard unpleasant. Turned on radio to block the 
sound inside my house. I am a vet with ptsd. This affects my ability to relax. 
The sound causes anxiety.  

shut. the. F***. up. 

suck it, fascists 

We are on the farthest southern tip of Marrowstone Island and this is the 
third time today that they have been flying that we have been disrupted. 
Very annoying. 

trying to F***ing eat dinner with my family 

F*** you 

just goes on and on and on 

Shook my house from a distance. 

Two jets flying over my house making a lot of noise sending everyone to the 
windows to see if they were going to hit us. 

lots of jet noise the last few days 

very noisy and disruptive flights today.  Multiple times 

Roaring jets, the noise shatters the environment, causes a deed feeling of 
unease and dread. Noise affects all living creatures, including marine life. It 
is shameful to allow this dreadful noise to ruin the acoustic environment.  

Loud aircrafts for hours now into the late night 

Multiple Growlers tearing up the sky and making hell of a racket.  Really is 
making life difficult to live. 

Early morning was uninterrupted by jet noise. Roaring has now resumed 
overwhelming all other sounds. Horrible noise and vibration destroys the 
acoustic environment, creates deep feeling of dread and unease. Painful to 
inner ear and whole being.  

Jets are still at it 

Rumbling in our house and loud outside 

Still at it 

The rumble and vibrations have been ongoing since 11:45 am.  It is now 
11:56 am. 

Could feel the rumbling in the house 

Noise pollution from 10 miles away. FCLP should be banned in the Puget 
Sound. 

Very loud disrupting conversations with customers at our business. 

"Lots of noise requiring me to wear ear plugs in my home. really too much! 
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Reporting harmful acoustic energy emissions. 

Very late this evening 

11:42am or so. April 22.  HUGE rumbling roar from jet activity at Whidbey.  
S Lopez. 

four in formation and very low 

Last night at 1012 PM, now 1012 AM. Navy is apparently not going to leave 
us alone. 

Noisy on and off since mid day into evening. 

11:41am S Lopez. Apr 23.  LOUD Rumbling and jarring vibrations from 
Whidbey.  The Navy abuses us. 

Engine noise from ault 

Loud ongoing rumble---going on for days. It feels like I am under a siege.  

Another rumbling noisy day— this is obnoxious!!! 

Multiple low flying Growler aircraft disturbing my work 

"Loud and disruptive.  They need to find an isolated place to fly these noisy 
jets vs over homes. 

More noise than any home owner should have to tolerate. 

P3 

will complain every time. 

"I was working in my garden and can not remember the exact time of the 
noise but it was extremely loud and went on for some time. 

In fact all weekend this drove me crazy" 

EMF's are harming us ... please practice away from residential areas! 

"Multipal over flights today ruining the peace  

Multiple flights making hell of a lot of noise inside my house. 

Growlers flying 

"My light fixtures are vibrating due to Growler jets! 

Too loud to sleep 

Getting louder as the morning progresses.  

Really loud over flight of my house and then more followed.  Give me a 
break!! 

Directionless rumble from the sky, how calming at the end of a long, hard 
day. So stoked you're all out there keeping America safe. Good job. 

It's ten at night, for god's sake. 

It's ten at night, for god's sake. 

The loud rumbling of what sounded like jet aircraft extended from about 9 
PM to 10:15 PM. 

Lovely quiet spring morning on the farm until the noise started up. 

Obnoxious constant roar.  I might as wall live next to I - 5 in Seattle. 

At least two jets now have flown so low they a shaking my house and I am 
on Camano between two state parks. It feels like we are being attacked by 
our own country.  

Loud and disruptive 

most of these reports are from inside a building. Outside is MUCH louder. 
Even inside sometimes requires hearing protection. Inside a vehicle has 
other effects.. 

Severe jet noise. We tried being outside and had to come back in, sunny 
beautiful day. Several times felt vibrations. 

Although distant roaring, still painful to inner ear, altogether unpleasant. 
Overwhelms all other sounds, inside & outside. NOT healthy. We depend on 
our acoustic environment for meaningful sounds. Roaring jets are 
destructive noise, stress inducing 


